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Unit 단락이란무엇인가?

1. 단락의주제

Drill 1 p.31~32

1. number 2. water
3. vegetable 4. weather
5. country

Drill 2 p.32

1. Seoul | Busan | Incheon | Daegu
2. kimchi | bulgogi | japchae | kimbap
3. Chuseok | Mother’s Day | Lunar new year’s

day | My birthday
4. London | New York | Busan | Jinhae
5. a new watch with a metal band | a pet puppy

| a notebook computer | a digital camera

Drill 3 p.34~35

1. my favorite photo
2. computers
3. my dog Sparky
4. my last night’s dream

Drill 4 p.35~36

1. blue
2. Paris
3. my grandfather
4. parents (my mom, my dad)
5. cats

2. 단락의형식

Drill 5 p.38

1. My Best Friend, My best friend, MY BEST
FRIEND

2. Things I Like to Do
3. The First Day of School

4. An Unforgettable Memory
5. Good Ways to Study English
6. How to Make Friends
7. The Old Man and the Sea
8. Gone with the Wind
※2~8번까지도1번처럼세가지형태가가능합니다.

Drill 6 p.40~41

1. My Favorite Season

Autumn is my favorite season. The leaves
on the trees begin to turn orange, red, and
yellow. It is not too cold or too hot, and the air
feels fresh. In Autumn, we can enjoy many
kinds of fruit. People wear brightly colored
autumn clothes. I think autumn is the best
season of the year.

2. The Person I Most Respect

The person I most respect is Helen Keller,
a famous American author. When she was two
years old, she became very ill. Because of the
illness, she became deaf and blind. At the age
of 7, a teacher named Anne Sullivan taught her
how to communicate with others. When Helen
was twenty years old, she started college. After
she finished college, she wrote thirteen books
and traveled around the world. She was a very
brave and great woman.

My Writing #1 p.42~43

Sample Writing

My Best Friend Minkyung

My best friend is Minkyung. I met her
during grade 8 when she transferred from a
school in Busan. Since then, we have been
good friends. She is about the same height as
me, 165 centimeters. She has beautiful black
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eyes and a pretty smile with shiny teeth. She is
very smart and has always been a very good
student. She loves to have fun and she is open
to every experience. In her free time, she likes
taking pictures. Minkyung and I have many
things in common. Firstly, she and I are the
oldest children. She has two younger sisters,
and I have one little brother. Secondly, we both
value our education and know that it is
important that we study. Also we have the
same goal to become doctors. My favorite
thing to do with Minkyung is to go to the
movies. Otherwise, we go for walks with our
dogs. On weekends, we go out for lunch or
visit each other’s houses. Sometimes when
school gets very busy, we don’t have a lot of
spare time. Then we spend lots of time talking
on the phone. I know that I am lucky to have a
friend as good as Minkyung, and hope we stay
friends for a long time!

Unit 단락의전개

1. 1단계- 정보수집

Drill 1 p.47

주제: Things I like to do

to swim in the sea | to walk in the woods
to go to the movies | to read comics
to sleep in late on Sundays | to listen to pop
music
to play the violin | to eat ice cream
to go hiking | to eat spaghetti
to see a movie on TV | to play basketball
to go skiing | to play computer games
to talk with my mom | to take a picture
to visit my grandparents | to make a model
airplane
to read science magazine | to ride a bike

Drill 2 p.49

Drill 3 p.50

주제: My favorite possession

1. What is your favorite possession?
2. When did you get the thing?
3. Who gave it to you?
4. What does it look like?
5. Where and how do you keep the thing?
6. Why do you like it?

2. 2단계- 개요작성

Drill 4 p.53

1. 1) 시간순서 2. 3) 중요도순서
3. 1) 시간순서 4. 2) 공간순서

Drill 5 p.54~55

1. 2, 1, 3 1) 시간순서
2. 2, 4, 3, 1 2) 공간순서
3. 5, 3, 4, 1, 2 3) 중요도순서
4. 1, 5, 2, 3, 4 1) 시간순서

2

short and fat

beautiful big eyes, smiling face,
white hair

67 years old healthy

loves me Topic : My favorite relative (My Grandma)

listens to me

gives me pocket money

talks interesting stories likes gardening has a big garden

cooks for me has lots of flowers 
and trees

likes music plays the piano

sings well
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Drill 6 p.56

개요작성

3. 3단계- 초고쓰기

Drill 7 p.58

My grandma is my favorite relative for
many reasons. First, she is still beautiful even
though she is 67 years old. She has big brown
eyes. Her hair is white and shiny, and she has
a gorgeous smile. Also, she likes music and
gardening. She was a piano teacher, and still
plays the piano very well. She has a clear
voice and sings beautifully. Her greenhouse
has some of the most beautiful flowers in the
neighborhood, and it is one of her greatest
prides. Most importantly, my grandma loves
me very much. She always listens to me and
tells me interesting stories. I learn a lot about
her and her life from her stories. She also
cooks well and makes the best kimchi and
japchae. My grandma is a great person and I
am lucky to have her in my life.

5. 5단계- 교정보기

Drill 8 p.61~62

1. Korea is located in East Asia and is near
China and Japan.

2. About 47 million people live in South Korea.
3. It is well known for its beautiful mountains

such as Baekdu Mountain.
4. There are four distinct seasons: spring,

summer, fall, and winter.
5. Korea has a long history: the legend says

that Dangun founded Korea in B.C. 2333.
6. On August 15, 1945, Korea was liberated

from Japan and became a republic.
7. In 1950, the Korean war broke out and

Korea was divided into two countries.
8. Many Korean students are very good at

mathematics.
9. Many of them are also fluent English

speakers.
10. The biggest holiday that Koreans celebrate

is Chuseok.
11. The most famous Korean food is kimchi

and bulgogi.

Drill 9 p.63~64

1. Do you know who created the Nobel Prize?
2. Alfred Nobel was born on October 21, 1833

in Stockholm, Sweden.
3. In 1866, he invented what is called

“dynamite.”
4. During his life, he made lots of money from

creating dynamite.
5. Alfred Nobel died on December 10, 1896 at

the age of 63.
6. In his will, he left his money to create the

Nobel Prize.
7. Once a year, people win this prize for their

work.
8. Each winner receives a gold medal and

about 1,000,000 dollars.
9. Nobel Prize winners receive their awards at

ceremonies in Stockholm, Sweden on
December 10.

10. Stockholm, Sweden is Alfred Nobel’s
hometown, and December 10 is the
anniversary of his death.

11. Since 1901, men and women from around
the world have received Nobel Prizes.

주제: My favorite relative (My Grandma)

뒷받침내용1 : She is 67 years old, but she is
beautiful.
• big eyes and shiny white hair
• gorgeous smile

뒷받침내용2 : She likes music and gardening.
• plays the piano well
• sings beautifully
• has a greenhouse

뒷받침내용3 : She loves me.
• listens to me
• tells interesting stories
• cooks delicious food for me
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My Writing #2 p.66~67

Sample Writing

Jihyun Kim
Division 11

May 15, 2007

My Grandma

My grandma is my favorite relative for
many reasons. The first reason is how
beautiful she still is even though she is 67
years old. She has big brown eyes that show
everything she is feeling. Her hair is white and
shiny, and she has a gorgeous smile. Also, she
continues to enjoy music and gardening very
much. She used to be a piano teacher, and still
plays the piano very well. She has a clear
beautiful voice, and sings to me all the time.
Her greenhouse has some of the most
beautiful flowers in the neighborhood, and her
garden is one of her greatest prides. In her
greenhouse, she keeps flowers blossoming all
year round, so she can enjoy them whenever
she wants. Most importantly, my grandma
loves me very much. She listens to me
whenever I need her and tells me interesting
stories. I learn a lot about her and her life from
her stories. She is also a great cook and
makes the best kimchi and japchae of anyone I
know. My grandma is an amazing person, and
I feel lucky to have her in my life.

Unit 단락의구성

1. 주제문

Drill 1 p.72~73

1. 주제: My sister and I
중심생각: have several things in common

2. 주제: My mother

중심생각: is the most important person in my
life

3. 주제: Getting up early
중심생각: is a good habit

4. 주제: Living in a big city
중심생각: offers both advantages and

disadvantages
5. 주제: The traffic laws in America

중심생각: are too strict
6. 주제: One reason I admire my mother

중심생각: is that she never gave up
7. 주제: Receiving an F on my report card

중심생각: was a humiliating experience
8. 주제: The Sound of Music

중심생각: is a delightful film

Drill 2 p.74~75

1. 2) 2. 2) 3. 2) 4. 1) 5. 2)
6. 2) 7. 1)

Drill 3 p.75~76

1. 2) 2. 2) 3. 1) 4. 1) 5. 1)

Drill 4 p.76~77

1. 2) I am a very organized person.
2. 1) Morning is the best time for me.
3. 3) My brother has a lot of trouble with his car.
4. 1) This is a map of Canada.

Drill 5 p.78

1. My dog Holly is a special friend and an
important member of my family.

2. History is one of my favorite subjects for
several reasons.

3. My favorite place is my bedroom because I
can do anything I want to do there.

4. I have a bad habit of biting the skin around
my nails.

5. My first role model was my father and still he
is one of my role models.

3
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2. 본론: 뒷받침문장들

Drill 6 p.80

주제문: School uniforms are a good idea for
several reasons.

뒷받침문장들
1. First, if students wear uniforms, they will

remember that they are students, and they
will always be reminded of what they should
or shouldn’t do.

2. Second, students can pay more attention to
their school work than to their clothes.

3. Caring too much about how they dress
shouldn’t be a big concern for students. If
they wear uniforms, they don’t have to worry
about what they wear.

Drill 7 p.81

1. 3) 2. 3) 3. 4)

Drill 8 p.82~83

1. She taught me to believe in myself and not
to give up.

2. First, I would like to visit Rome, Italy.
3. Autumn is the season of harvest.
4. Watching English films and television is one

example.
5. We can expand our knowledge about the

world through books.

Drill 9 p.83~84

1. 주제문: Jihyun Kim is my best friend.
뒷받침문장1 : She is a reliable person.
뒷받침문장2 : She makes me happy.

2. 주제문: Winter is my favorite season.
뒷받침문장1 : Schools have a long vacation

in winter.
뒷받침문장2 : Christmas is in winter.

3. 주제문: Seoul is the most important city in
Korea.

뒷받침문장1 : It is the capital of Korea.
뒷받침문장2 : It is the largest city in Korea.

Drill 10 p.85~86

1. 주제문: Several reasons might explain why
Kookbin Chinese Restaurant is the
most popular in town.

2. A. 주요뒷받침문장1 : First, the service is
perfect.

a. 세부문장1 : The workers of the
restaurant are very friendly
to customers.

b. 세부문장2 : They always smile and
speak very politely.

B. 주요뒷받침문장2 : Second, the prices are
reasonable.

a. 세부문장: In fact, the prices are similar
to those of other restaurants,
but the amount of food is
much more.

C. 주요뒷받침문장3 : Also, the food is very
delicious.

a. 세부문장: The ingredients are fresh,
and they don’t use chemical
spices.

3. 결론문장: For these reasons, Kookbin is one
of the best-loved restaurants in my
town.

Drill 11 p.86~87

1. 주요뒷받침문장1 : My first resolution is to get
up early.

세부문장: This year, I got up at 7:30, and I
was always in a hurry to go to
school. Next year, I will get up at 7
in the morning.

2. 주요뒷받침문장2 : My second resolution is to
get better grades in math.

세부문장: I always have the worst grades in
math, but I will study math for at
least thirty minutes each day to
get an A in math.

3. 주요뒷받침문장3 : The most important thing
that I want to accomplish
is to make new friends.

세부문장: I am a little shy, so it is hard to
make new friends. Next year, I will
try to walk up to the person I want
to be my friend and have a
conversation.
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3. 결론문장

Drill 12 p.91

1. 2) 2. 1) 3. 2) 4. 2) 5. 1)
6. 1) 7. 1)

Drill 13 p.91~92

1. 1) 2. 2) 3. 1) 4. 2) 5. 1)

Drill 14 p.92~93

1. My grandfather cares about healthy eating.
2. 1) First of all, he tries to choose a diet with

plenty of vegetables, fruits, and grain
products.

2) He is also careful about cutting down on
sugar and salt.

3) In addition, he rarely eats food that has a
lot of fat and cholesterol.

3. Like many of his friends, my grandfather
tries to keep in shape and stay healthy.

My Writing #3 p.94~95

Sample Writing

New Year’s Resolutions

I have made three New Year’s
resolutions. My first resolution is to get up
early. This year, I got up at 7:30, and I was
always in a hurry to go to school. Next year, I
will get up at 7 in the morning. My second
resolution is to get better grades in math. I
always have the worst grades in math, but I will
study math for at least thirty minutes each day
to get an A in math. The most important thing
that I want to accomplish is to make new
friends. I am a little shy, so it is hard to make
new friends. Next year, I will try to walk up to
the person I want to be my friend and have a
conversation. These are my three resolutions
for the next year, and I will do my best to
accomplish these three goals for myself.

Unit 단락의유형

1. 단락의여러가지유형들

Drill 1 p.102~104

1. 3) 인과유형 2. 4) 비교/̀̀대조유형
3. 1) 묘사유형 4. 3) 분류유형
5. 4) 과정분석유형 6. 3) 나열유형

2. 단락의유형과주제문

Drill 2 p.106~107

1. 묘사유형 2. 과정분석유형
3. 인과유형 4. 비교/대조유형
5. 나열유형 6. 서술유형
7. 과정분석유형 8. 비교/대조유형
9. 인과유형 10. 서술유형
11. 나열유형 12. 예시유형
13. 분류유형

My Writing #4 p.108~109

Sample Writing

Topic Sentence : is my favorite
season for the three reasons.

1. 주요뒷받침문장1 : First, I like 

A. 세부문장: There are few real holidays in
summer, but since there is no
school, every day feels like a
holiday!

B. 세부문장: Every summer break, my family
visit my grandfather who lives in
Masan. There I can play with
the dogs, go fishing, and catch
bugs such as dragonflies,
butterflies, crickets, and
cicadas.

2. 주요뒷받침문장2 : Second, I like 
because 
playing outside.

I can enjoy 
summer

because there is a long summer vacation.
summer 

Summer

4
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A. 세부문장: The town I live in has a very
large lake, so many summer
days are spent at the beach
going swimming and having
picnics.

3. 주요뒷받침문장3 : Third, I like 
because 

A. 세부문장: They are watermelons, plums,
peaches, and grapes.

B. 세부문장: I love them all, but my favorite
is the watermelon.

결론문장: These are all the reasons why I love
and look forward to it every

year.

My Favorite Season

Summer is my favorite season for the
three reasons. First, I like summer because
there is a long summer vacation. There are few
real holidays in summer, but since there is no
school, every day feels like a holiday! Every
summer break, my family visit my grandfather
who lives in Masan. There I can play with the
dogs, go fishing, and catch bugs such as
dragonflies, butterflies, crickets, and cicadas.
Second, I like summer because I can enjoy
playing outside. The town I live in has a very
large lake, so many summer days are spent at
the beach going swimming and having picnics.
Third, I like summer because we can enjoy
many kinds of fruits. They are watermelons,
plums, peaches, and grapes. I love them all,
but my favorite is the watermelon. These are
all the reasons why I love summer and look
forward to it every year.

summer

many kinds of fruits.
we can enjoy 

summer
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Unit 나열단락

B. Comprehension

Drill 1 p.115

1. I have three enjoyable hobbies.
2. 1) hiking  2) reading  3) playing the clarinet
3. 3) 중요도순서
4. First, Also, In addition
5. My hobbies make me physically healthy,

mentally mature, and emotionally rich.

C. Writing Strategy 1

Drill 2 p.117

1. 소주제1 : i-pod
소주제2 : a new watch
소주제3 : a notebook computer

2. 소주제1 : my father
소주제2 : the math teacher at middle school
소주제3 : Bill Gates

3. 소주제1 : getting up early
소주제2 : doing my homework on time
소주제3 : writing a journal before going to

bed
4. 소주제1 : to play the piano

소주제2 : to read books
소주제3 : to play sports

D. Writing Strategy 2

Drill 3 p.119

1. There are three things I would like to buy.
2. There are three people who influence me.
3. I have several good habits.
4. The three things I would like to do in my free

time are to play the piano, to read books,
and to play sports.

E. Writing Strategy 3

Drill 4 p.122

Good Study Habits

My brother Minho is one of the best
students in his school, and he has several
good study habits. First, he studies at a set
time. He previews his work before breakfast,
and reviews just after school every day.
Second, he studies at a set place. He likes to
study alone at the desk in his room. In addition,
he writes a journal every day. He says that
journal writing makes him a more creative
thinker. I want to develop good study habits to
become an excellent student like my brother.

Drill 5 p.123~124

1. 주요뒷받침문장1 : First, my father influences
me most.

주요뒷받침문장2 : Also, the math teacher at
middle school influences
me.

주요뒷받침문장3 : In addition, Bill Gates
gives me influence.

2. 주요뒷받침문장1 : My good habit is getting up
early.

주요뒷받침문장2 : My another good habit is
doing my homework on
time.

주요뒷받침문장3 : My last good habit is
writing a journal before
going to bed.

3. 주요뒷받침문장1 : First, I would like to play
the piano in my free time.

주요뒷받침문장2 : Second, I want to read
books.

주요뒷받침문장3 : Third, I would like to play
sports.

5
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F. Punctuation

Drill 6 p.126

1. My mother was born in Seoul on January
10, 1964.

2. I would like to visit my uncle living in
Vancouver, Canada.

3. Because I was tired, I went to sleep early
last night.

4. I worked so hard all day yesterday, so I was
really exhausted.

5. Most people like chocolate, but my cousin
Jimin is allergic to it.

6. In Korean schools, however, most of
teachers are women.

7. For example, high school students usually
live with their parents.

8. The sea around Antarctica is home to
dolphins, whales, seals, and other sea
creatures.

My Writing #5 p.128~129

Sample Writing

1. I would like to .
A. I have played the piano since I was seven

years old.
B. My favorite piano composers are

Beethoven and Chopin, and my favorite
piece is Moonlight Sonata.

2. I want to .
A. I read books at least thirty minutes every

day, so I can read about four books a
month.

B. I like to read historical novels and
mysteries most.

3. I would like to .
A. When I am alone, I go swimming or lift

weights.
B. When I am with friends, I like to play

basketball or tennis.

Happy, Smart, and Healthy

There are three things I would like to do

whenever I have free time. First, I would like to
play the piano in my free time. I have played
the piano since I was seven years old. My
favorite piano composers are Beethoven and
Chopin, and my favorite piece is Moonlight
Sonata. I love music because it makes me
happy. Second, I want to read books. I read
books at least thirty minutes every day, so I
can read about four books a month. I like to
read historical novels and mysteries most. I like
books because they make me smart. Third, I
would like to play sports. When I am alone, I
go swimming or lift weights. When I am with
friends, I like to play basketball or tennis. I like
sports because they make me healthy. These
are three favorite things that I want to do in my
leisure time.

Unit 묘사단락

B. Comprehension

Drill 1 p.133

1. My sister Minju is a sweet little girl.
2. My sister Minju
3. a sweet little girl
4. short | curly | black | round | cute | pink |

sweet | lovely
5. 1) When she goes to bed in pink pajamas,

she looks like a pink Teletubby.
2) When she talks and sings, she sounds

like a singing bird.
3) She smells sweet like vanilla ice cream,

and strawberry candies.
6. Although she sometimes makes me angry

and jealous, I really love my cute, lovely
sister Minju.

C. Writing Strategy 1

Drill 2 p.135

1. The dress my mother wore to the family

6

play sports

read books

play the piano in my free time
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gathering was splendid.
2. The parade passing down the street was

dazzling.
3. The large world map on the back wall was

gigantic.
4. Yi Sunshin who was an admiral of Joseon

Dynasty was strong-willed.
5. The bookstore located on the second floor is

crowded and disorganized.

D. Writing Strategy 2

Drill 3 p.137

1. tall, round face, black hair, long legs,
enormous mouth, blue school uniform

2. hot, humid, rainy, colorful umbrellas, white
beach, red sun, cold ice cream

3. white, pink, sweet, cloud, picnic, children
4. grass, trees, chalkboard, vegetables, fresh,

peaceful
5. white, soft, flake, snowman, cold, warm

gloves, Christmas

Drill 4 p.138

1. The wooden brown chair in my classroom is
uncomfortable.

2. The creamy white roses smelled sweet and
wonderful.

3. In early morning, many people walk
peacefully along the white sand beach.

4. The park is a pleasant place to have an
enjoyable and restful day.

5. The cold water from the sprinkler sprayed
our hot faces.

Drill 5 p.138

1. My face is like an 
2. Her eyes are like 
3. The school is as big as 
4. Our desks are brown like 
5. The school bus is as yellow as 
6. Our books are as heavy as 

E. Writing Strategy 3

Drill 6 p.140

1. assist, aid, serve, facilitate, improve
2. fresh, modern, young, innovative, up-to-date
3. aged, elderly, ancient, outmoded
4. excellent, friendly, marvelous, pleasant,

proper
5. major, significant, meaningful, critical,

serious
6. truly, exactly, extremely, exceptionally
7. actually, literally, especially, truly, particularly

Drill 7 p.140~141

1. 1) cheerful 3) glad
2. 1) pleasant 3) agreeable
3. 2) thrilled 3) delighted
4. 1) amazing 3) remarkable
5. 1) attractive 3) lovely
6. 1) efficient 2) convenient

Drill 8 p.141

1. I am pleased with my appearance.
2. Alligators have huge jaws.
3. The book gets more thrilling.
4. My English teacher is humorous.
5. The clerk at the store is kind.
6. The movie was boring.
7. The brown sofa felt comfortable.

F. Writing Strategy 4

Drill 9 p.143~144

1. A school stands two tall trees.
2. the school, there is a park.
3. Two students and a teacher are sitting 

the grass.
4. A boy is a girl, and the girl is 

the teacher.
5. A few cars are the parking lot.
6. A man is a car fixing it.
7. A bridge crosses the river, and birds

are flying the bridge.
8. The river is the bridge.
9. An ambulance is the bridge.in the middle of

below
above

over
under

in

besidenext to

on
In front of

between

bricks.
the sun.

chocolate.
a castle.

stars in the dark sky.
apple.
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10. A truck is the ambulance.
11. There are some stores the

bridge.
12. A drug store is the grocery

store.
13. A Chinese restaurant stands 

the grocery store.

G. Punctuation

Drill 10 p.146

My Best Friend Whity

My best friend is Whity. She is a 7 month
old puppy. She is a maltese. She is a handy,
cute companion with a luxurious, silky white
coat. Her ears and tail are covered with hair,
and her eyes are dark, round, and large. She
has a black nose. She seems to float along the
ground under her cloud of white hair.
Sometimes my puppy just sits looking at me
with a sad look on her face. Whenever she
looks sad, I take her out to play and to walk. I
hope my friend Whity to be happy with me, and
we are good friends to each other.

My Writing #6 p.148~149

Sample Writing

1. Sumin
2. Sumin has a pleasant personality. He is

fairly outgoing and humorous. He wants to
make people laugh and make them happy.
He is also very generous. He thinks of
others before himself and tries to help other
people in need.

3. 세부내용1 : He is tall and his build is
average. He plays soccer and
basketball, so he stays in shape.

세부내용2 : He is a good looking boy with
dark complexion. His hair is
short, straight, and dark brown,
and his eyes are dark.

세부내용3 : His face is oval. He has a

straight nose and mouth. He
smiles a lot and usually has a
friendly look on his face.

4. Sumin’s future plans are a little uncertain.
However, he thinks that he is going to major
in economics. Then, he will run his own
business someday.

5. Sumin is a good person and a true friend. I
hope our friendship will never end.

My Best Friend Sumin

Sumin has been a great friend of mine for
years. He has a pleasant personality. He is
fairly outgoing and humorous. He wants to
make people laugh and make them happy. He
is also very generous. He thinks of others
before himself and tries to help other people in
need. He is tall and his build is average. He
plays soccer and basketball, so he stays in
shape. He is a good looking boy with dark
complexion. His hair is short, straight, and dark
brown, and his eyes are dark. His face is oval.
He has a straight nose and mouth. He smiles a
lot and usually has a friendly look on his face.
Sumin’s future plans are a little uncertain.
However, he thinks that he is going to major in
economics. Then, he will run his own business
someday. Sumin is a good person and a true
friend. I hope our friendship will never end.

to the left of

to the right of

across from
behind


